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Every day, schools need to get hundreds of students through the lunch line in a very 

short time, and as efficiently as possible. Tyler Food Service does just that … and more. 

Tyler’s front-end and behind-the-scenes design helps to speed lunch transactions, and 

offers flexibility to process by the student (secondary school) or by class (elementary). 

Enhanced functionality allows cashiers, for example, to receive pop-up alerts for allergies 

and other food-related conditions as students present their selections for payment. This 

keeps the line moving while ensuring the health of the student. Additionally, students 

qualifying for free or reduced lunch pricing need no special accommodations at the 

lunch line. When they enter their ID, the system has already attached the proper price.

Features
• Schools

 » Send teacher lunch counts electronically

 » Post monthly menus online 

 » Set up different menus to accommodate the variety of main course meals and 
additional individual items you may offer in secondary or elementary schools

• Parents

 » View posted monthly online menus 

 » Pay into lunch accounts on-line securely, conveniently, and easily — from home 
or anywhere with secure Internet access

 » Track account balances and see what the student is buying through the Parent/
Student Portal 

...continued on reverse
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This screen shot displays an action-ready status. 

tyler sis
a tyler school solution
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Processing Lunch Screen 
• You can identify staff or student by bar-code reader, card 

scan and finger reader 

• Screen includes: auto charge, quick buttons to process cash 
transactions, and running register tape to show what has 
been processed, with the last student at the top of the list

• A pop-up alert shows students’ food-related medical 
condition/allergies 

• Select to view or edit a transaction

• All changes recorded for audit purposes

Point of Sale Screen for Non-Auto Charge
• Use point-and-click or keyboard function keys to record 

meals, extra milk, a la carte food items, sales, deposits or 
money received; system also calculates change

• Override any price in system and void an entry —  all entries 
recorded for audit trail

Reports
• Use quick and easy built-in reports for federal edit checks, 

lunch account statements, and much more

• Federal Daily Participation reports track reimbursable and 
non-reimbursable meal counts

Tyler Food Service Options for Easy and Quick 
Student Meal Processing:

• Bar-coded lunch cards

• At the elementary level, designate student lunch selections 
by class 

• Entry of lunch IDs via keypad, finger readers, and bar-code 
scanners available

A pop-up alert shows students’ food-related medical condition/allergies
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